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In order to improve learning efficiency and memory retention in medical teaching, further-
ing active learning seems to be an effective alternative to classical teaching. One option to 
make active exploration of the subject matter possible is the use of virtual reality (VR) tech-
nology. The authors developed an immersive anatomy atlas which allows users to explore 
human anatomical structures interactively through virtual dissection. Thirty- two senior- 
class students from two German high schools with no prior formal medical training were 
separated into two groups and tasked with answering an anatomical questionnaire. One 
group used traditional anatomical textbooks and the other used the immersive virtual real-
ity atlas. The time needed to answer the questions was measured. Several weeks later, the 
participants answered a similar questionnaire with different anatomical questions in order 
to test memory retention. The VR group took significantly less time to answer the question-
naire, and participants from the VR group had significantly better results over both tests. 
Based on the results of this study, VR learning seems to be more efficient and to have better 
long- term effects for the study of anatomy. The reason for that could lie in the VR envi-
ronment’s high immersion, and the possibility to freely and interactively explore a realistic 
representation of human anatomy. Immersive VR technology offers many possibilities for 
medical teaching and training, especially as a support for cadaver dissection courses. Anat Sci 
Educ 15: 360–368. © 2021 The Authors. Anatomical Sciences Education published by Wiley Periodicals 
LLC on behalf of American Association for Anatomy. 
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INTRODUCTION
Medical education not only requires the trainees to acquire a 
number of practical skills, but also to learn large amounts of 
basic factual information. This circumstance makes efficient 

learning and accurate retention imperative (Yeh and Park, 
2015). Many different methods have been explored in order to 
improve learning efficiency (Yeh and Park, 2015). One type of 
learning that is consistently connected with improved learning 
and memory results is active learning (Hazlett, 2009; Kornell 
et al., 2009; Markant et al., 2016). There are several differ-
ent definitions of active learning, from different fields of study; 
Common aspects of those definitions include: “some combina-
tion of increased physical activity or interaction, deeper pro-
cessing, elaboration or explanation of material, planning of 
learning activities, question asking, metacognitive monitoring, 
and social collaboration” (Markant et al., 2016). These criteria 
tie well into the psychological theory of constructivist learning 
which assumes learning to be an active process and learners to 
be actively seeking knowledge. In complex interaction with the 
material, the learners generate knowledge and deeper under-
standing (Fosnot and Perry, 1996; Siemens, 2005).

In recent years, the use of virtual reality (VR) technology 
has been considered as a useful tool in education (Markant 
et al., 2016). In line with the ideas of active and constructivist 
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learning, VR could be used to increase the physical interaction 
with the subject matter and allow learning in an explorative 
context more similar to real- life conditions. The additional 
control, which learners would have over the experience, can be 
expected to improve learning (Gureckis and Markant, 2012), 
and the digital environment could also allow for gamification 
in order to increase learner motivation (Koivisto and Hamari, 
2019). It has already been shown that VR has a positive impact 
on learning compared to conveying information via desk-
top personal computer (Selzer et al., 2019), likely due to the 
increased immersion which aids in information recall (Krokos 
et al., 2019).

The immersion VR provides is highest for the so- called 
“immersive VR”, in which a user can interact with a computer- 
generated three- dimensional (3D) environment as if they were 
physically present in that environment (Freina and Ott, 2015; 
Zackoff et al., 2019). Immersive VR is associated with higher 
ratings for interest and motivation in students (Parong and 
Mayer, 2018). Despite the advantages of immersive VR, there 
are two potentially negative aspects: cybersickness and high 
cognitive load.

Cybersickness is a phenomenon common in interaction 
with virtual environments, especially VR, and consists of 
a multitude of physiological symptoms similar to car-  or 
seasickness (Brewer- Deluce et al., 2021). The cause of this 
unpleasant experience is unclear, but likely related to sen-
sory mismatch (Yildirim, 2019). However, studies which used 
immersive VR in surgical training have reported little to no 
problems with cybersickness in their participants (Huber 
et al., 2017; Frederiksen et al., 2020). Frederiksen and col-
leagues argued that this may be because of the limited head 
movements in this setting compared to average VR games 
(Frederiksen et al., 2020).

The cognitive load of a learning task is commonly divided 
into at least two types: the intrinsic load, inherent to the task 
or information that must be learned, and the extraneous load, 
generated by external processes or information that distract 
from the learning material (Wong et al., 2012). There is evi-
dence that, in laparoscopic surgical training, immersive VR 
has increased cognitive load and an associated worsened task 
performance (Frederiksen et al., 2020). The complete impli-
cations of these circumstances have yet to be discussed; For 
example, it was argued that training under increased cognitive 
load may actually be beneficial since it improves the transfer 
of training into a real situation with a strong cognitive load 
(Sankaranarayanan et al., 2020).

Within the medical field, VR technology has been shown 
to be a helpful tool for teaching procedural skills (Bracq et al., 
2019), since the proficiency acquired there can transfer to the 
real- world clinical setting (Seymour, 2008). So far, it seems that 
conventional VR outperforms immersive VR in this context 
(Frederiksen et al., 2020). Medical trainees have to acquire 
both procedural skills and factual knowledge. There have been 
a few research studies into the effectiveness of immersive VR 
for the teaching of anatomy, but a clear result has yet to emerge. 
For example, Stepan and colleagues found that VR provided 
a more enjoyable learning experience than textbooks without 
actually increasing the learning benefit (Stepan et al., 2017), 
whereas Kurul and colleagues found a significantly positive 
learning effect of VR compared to attending a presentation on 
the material (Kurul et al., 2020). A study by Birbara and col-
leagues found that the learning preferences differed between 
different groups of participants (tutors vs. students), although 
immersive VR was seen as more mentally taxing than a desktop 

version of the same program, and more strongly connected to 
physical discomfort (Birbara et al., 2020). Lastly, Zinchenko 
and colleagues found immersive VR to be most beneficial for 
learning previously unknown information when compared to 
books and a 3D desktop application (Zinchenko et al., 2020).

In summary, the current state of research on immersive VR 
as a tool for learning human anatomy is ambiguous. Further 
research in different populations and with different methods is 
necessary to gather more empirical data and piece together the 
whole picture. Seeing as anatomy study through cadaver dis-
section has many advantages which neither textbooks nor VR 
applications can recreate (Dua et al., 2021), it is unlikely that 
VR will replace this traditional learning method. However, if 
immersive VR is shown to be effective in learning and retaining 
anatomy knowledge, it might become a meaningful support in 
anatomy courses.

The immersive, interactive 3D anatomy atlas used in this 
study was developed at the VR laboratory at the University 
of Bremen. The atlas features a virtual operating theater and 
allows the user to actively explore anatomical structures and 
arrangements of the human body through virtual dissection. 
A previous pilot study using an older version of the same atlas 
has already shown that information acquisition was faster 
when novices to the study of anatomy used the VR atlas com-
pared to retrieving the information from books (Weyhe et al., 
2018). As a second step, the aim of this study was the examina-
tion of long- term knowledge retention in novices by measuring 
the amount of correct answers they give after working with 
the immersive anatomy atlas (VR condition) in comparison to 
using only anatomical books (open book condition; OB) uti-
lizing a randomized study design. The ratio of correct answers 
to a second questionnaire conducted several weeks later opera-
tionalized the information retention rate in both groups.

In line with the literature presented above and the aim of 
this study, the hypotheses were as follows: (1) Acquiring new 
information with the VR atlas is faster than using standard 
printed anatomical atlases [replication of effect from (Weyhe 
et al., 2018)]; and (2) Working with the VR atlas leads to an 
improved retention of knowledge compared to working with 
standard anatomical atlases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the medical ethics committee of 
the Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg, Germany (ID- 
number: 2020- 065).

Immersive Anatomy Atlas

The immersive anatomy atlas is an application developed 
by the authors that uses a head- mounted display (HMD) to 
immerse the user in a virtual operation room (see Fig. 1). Using 
head tracking, users have a full 360 view, that is, they can look 
around and move within the virtual room. Additionally, there 
are bi- manual controllers which enable the user to interact with 
virtual reality. They can manipulate individual organs by grab-
bing them with their virtual hands, which are controlled by the 
controllers. Several virtual tools are placed on a nearby table. 
Some of these tools mimic realistic surgery tools, some allow 
for more “magic” tasks, such as exploring the anatomy by con-
trolling the model’s transparency. Others allow to hide anat-
omy in spherical areas around a pointing tool (see Fig. 1) or 
place a cross section to hide all organs in front of it (see Fig. 1).
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During the learning phase, participants can explore and study 
the immersive anatomy atlas by inspecting it from every 
point of view, by grabbing organs and other structures and 
inspecting them from all angles, then replacing them in the 
original position. When organs are placed back, they snap 
to their original place, as long as the release pose (position 
and orientation) is close to their original, correct pose. Thus, 
the anatomical model is always correct, unless deliberately 
altered by the user.

While anatomical structures are held in hand, further infor-
mation about them can be viewed by the user. Furthermore, the 
complete anatomical model can be reset at once to its original 
state using a virtual button.

An introductory video for the anatomy atlas used in this 
study can be viewed online (Pius- Hospital Oldenburg, 2018).

The immersive anatomy atlas system was implemented 
by the authors on top of the game engine Unreal Engine, 
version 4.23 (Epic Games, Inc. Cary, NC) using the built- in 
programming language Blueprint. The 3D geometrical mod-
els were created by a 3D artist and purchased by the authors. 
All the anatomical parts are designed to closely resemble real 
anatomy. The geometry was further modified by the authors 
through Blender software, version 2.92.0 (Blender Foundation, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Coordinate origins were moved, 
geometry groups were separated, textures were changed, and 
missing organs were added. Everything is rendered from 3D 
geometrical models of the anatomical structures at runtime in 
real time.

The models are loaded at runtime by the immersive anat-
omy atlas, then rendered stereoscopically by the game engine 
and displayed in stereo on the head- mounted display (HMD), 
thus providing stereoscopically correct images to the user. 
During the study, a head- mounted display HTC VIVE™ (High 
Tech Computer Corp., New Taipei City, Taiwan) with the res-
olution of 1080 by 1200 pixel per eye was used to display 
the immersive anatomy atlas to the users in stereo vision. The 
frame rate of the immersive anatomy atlas was sustained at 90 
frames per second, to allow for the illusion of presence in the 
virtual reality.

All the virtual tools (both surgery and “magic” ones) were 
implemented by the authors.

Study Design

The study was conducted at two separate German high schools, 
referred to as school A and school B below. In each school, 16 
participants were recruited and randomly assigned into equally 
sized groups for two different learning modalities: open book 
(OB condition) and virtual reality (VR condition) learning (per 
school: OB: n = 8, VR: n = 8). High school students were cho-
sen to ensure that the participants would have no prior formal 
anatomical training and would approach the learning content 
as novices.

A schematic overview of the experimental design can be 
found in Figure 2.

The VR- group used the immersive anatomy atlas. They 
viewed a short introductory video for the atlas before the 
experiment started. They had the opportunity to familiarize 
themselves with the VR environment for a maximum of 5 min-
utes and clear up any questions regarding the handling of the 
VR interface.

The OB- group used standard anatomy atlases (Paulsen and 
Waschke, 2017a,b,c). The participants in both groups were 
presented with the same set of nine single- choice questions 
on paper, encompassing the topics topography, cardiovascular 
system, and nervous system (see Supplemental Material File 
1 for a list of the questions). They were tasked to answer the 
questions correctly and as quickly as possible, using only the 
respective method of learning at their disposal (OB or VR). The 
time which elapsed between the question and the participants’ 
answer was recorded (response time), and the percentage of 
correct questions constituted the test score. Because of this 
experimental setup, the questions of this test can’t be classified 
according to Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002). As 
soon as all questions had been answered, either correctly or 
incorrectly, Test 1 was over (see Fig. 3 for an impression of the 
experimental set up in Test 1).

After seven weeks in school A and four to five weeks in 
school B, the participants were tested for their long- term 
memory of the topics they learned during Test 1. Each par-
ticipant answered a second list of nine multiple- choice 
questions from the same three topics as before (see also 
Supplemental Material File 1). Participants had to answer the 
questions without any help, based only on their memory. The 

Figure 1. 

Immersive Anatomy Atlas. A, Overview of the 3D environment that comprises the virtual operating room. The camera is positioned in one of the rooms upper corners; 
B, A cross- section of the anatomical model, generated with the use of virtual tools. The pointing baton (1) makes a spherical area around its tip transparent. The cross- 
sectional tool (2) makes everything on the front side of the imaginary plane which passes through the tool transparent. The combination of these tools enables the user 
to inspect any part of the model. 
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response time was not measured; The sole point of interest 
was whether the recall of the factual knowledge was success-
ful or not, as reflected in correct or incorrect answers. All 
questions in this test belong to the category “Remember”, 
according to Bloom’s revised taxonomy, since recognizing and 
recalling information from long- term memory was necessary 
(Krathwohl, 2002).

The anatomy tests (Test 1 and Test 2) were developed in- 
house, by medical experts, to ensure that each question can 
be answered with the given material and is of appropriate 
difficulty level for high school students. Since the tests were 
developed specifically for this study and were not tested else-
where, no statements can be made about the tests’ reliability 
or validity.

Participants

Thirty- two eleventh- grade high school students participated 
in the experiment on a voluntary basis, 16 from each of the 
two high schools (overall n = 32). Human anatomy was not 
part of the senior- classes’ biology curriculum, meaning that the 
courses the participants took during that time had no influence 
on their preexisting knowledge of anatomy.

In school A, the average age ± SD was 16.5 ± 0.52 years 
(minimum = 16, maximum = 17,). The OB group consisted of 
three female and five male students, and the VR group of five 
female and five male students.

In school B, the average age ± SD was 17.6 ± 0.5 years (min-
imum = 17, maximum = 18). The OB group consisted of three 

Figure 2. 

Schematic overview of the experimental design. Students in both schools were randomly assigned to either VR or OB groups. Afterward, they completed the first test 
(green) with their respective learning method. Following a seven- week waiting period in school A or a four-  to five- week period in school B, the students completed the 
second test (orange) from memory. VR, virtual reality; OB, open book. 

Figure 3. 

Impressions of the experimental setup for Test 1. A, The open book condition; A student is using the textbooks supplied to them to answer the questionnaire. A timer 
can be seen at the lower edge of the panel, measuring response times. B, The virtual reality condition; A student wearing the head- mounted display (HMD) is using the 
immersive anatomy atlas to answer the questionnaire. A space has been cleared around them to allow for free movement in the virtual reality environment. At the left 
edge of the panel, the monitor shows what the student is currently seeing in their display. 
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female and five male students, the VR group of four female and 
four male students.

There were no significant differences in the distribution of 
gender or age between the learning groups, in neither school, 
as confirmed with Fischer’s exact test and t- test, respectively.

No participant was familiar with the head- mounted display 
or the immersive anatomy atlas before participating in this 
study. All participants received a letter detailing the contents of 
the experiment. Only students who handed in the letter signed 
by their legal guardians were allowed to participate.

Statistical Analysis

In order to investigate hypothesis 1, a replication of the 
response time effect found in the preceding study on the 
immersive anatomy atlas (Weyhe et al., 2018), the response 
time data from Test 1 in school B were used. School A had 
to be excluded from this analysis because an error during the 
experiment led to a loss of the relevant data. The response 
times were averaged over the questions and then grouped 
by learning method. The distributions of average response 
times in both learning groups were tested for normal distri-
bution using the Shapiro– Wilk test (α = 0.1), because this test 
works well for small samples (see Field et al., 2012). Since the 
assumption of normality was violated, a two- sided Wilcoxon 
rank sum test had to be used instead of the parametric t- test 
(Field et al., 2012) to test for an effect of the learning method 
on the response time.

To test hypothesis 2, the assumption of improved knowledge 
retention for those working with the immersive anatomy atlas, 
the test performance was compared between experimental 
groups, time points, and schools. The performance in the nine 
individual questions was summarized into one variable that 
represented the percentage of correctly answered questions per 
participant and per test. A mixed ANOVA was calculated for 
the percentage of correct answers with the factors METHOD 
(VR or OB, between factor), SCHOOL (school A or school B, 
between factor), and TIME (Test 1 or Test 2, within factor). This 
statistical test was chosen because three factors had a potential 
influence on the dependent variable, making an ANOVA nec-
essary in order to make comparisons of means. The assump-
tions of normality, homoscedasticity, and sphericity were tested 
beforehand using Shapiro– Wilk tests and Levene tests (α = 0.1). 
The assumption of normality was violated in three of the eight 
groups, but since the ANOVA is a robust procedure as long 
as the group sizes are equal (Field et al., 2012) and all other 
assumptions were fulfilled, the parametric ANOVA was used.

To check the difficulty of the single- choice questions, the dif-
ficulty index was calculated for Test 1 and Test 2. Additionally, 
for an investigation of the individual questions, the perfor-
mance of all participants was averaged for each of the nine 
questions, separately for Test 1/Test 2 and VR/OB. The result-
ing percentage of correct answers per question was then visu-
alized in a bar chart.

All statistical analysis was performed using R statistical soft-
ware, version 3.6.3 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria).

Table 1. 

Results of the Post Hoc t- tests for the Mixed ANOVA, for the Interaction Effect of SCHOOL and TIME

School Test Number

School A School B

Test 1 P- valuea Test 2 P- valuea Test 3 P- valuea Test 4 P- valuea

School A Test 1

Test 2 <0.001b

School B Test 3 0.554 <0.001b

Test 4 <0.001b <0.041b <0.001b

aBenjamini– Hochberg corrected P- values;bIndicates statistically significant results. Empty cells were either nonexistent values or repetitions.

Table 2. 

Results of the Post Hoc t- tests for the Mixed ANOVA, for the Interaction Effect of METHOD (Virtual Reality vs. Open Book) and TIME

Method Test Number

Virtual Reality Open Book

Test 1 P- valuea Test 2 P- valuea Test 3 P- valuea Test 4 P- valuea

Virtual reality Test 1

Test 2 <0.001b

Open Book Test 3 0.175 <0.001b

Test 4 <0.001b <0.01b <0.001b

aBenjamini– Hochberg corrected P- values;bIndicated significant results. Empty cells were either nonexistent values or repetitions.
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RESULTS
There was a significant difference between the response times 
in the OB and the VR learning conditions, as shown by the 
Wilcoxon rank sum test (median difference = 41.3, P < 0.001, 
d = 2.01). It took the participants significantly longer to answer 
the questions in the OB condition (median = 119.5  seconds) 
than in the VR condition (median = 78.3 seconds). This differ-
ence represents a large effect. The results of the response time 
analysis are visualized in Figure 4.
There were several significant effects on the performance of the 
students, operationalized by the percentage of correct answers. 
The mixed ANOVA showed a main effect of METHOD [F(1, 28) 
= 9.15, P < 0.01, partial η2 = 0.353]. Participants using the VR 
atlas achieved better results (mean ± SD of correct answers = 
73 ± 22%) than those working with books (mean ± SD of cor-
rect answers = 60 ± 25%). The associated effect size represents 
a large effect.

There was also a main effect of TIME [F(1, 28) = 113.89, 
P  <  0.001, partial η2 = 0.803], and a significant interaction 
effect SCHOOL and TIME [F(1, 28) = 6.98, P < 0.05, partial η2 
= 0.199]. For a visualization of the mixed ANOVA results, see 
Figure 5.

In order to investigate the interaction effect of SCHOOL 
and TIME, the mean percentages of correct answers per 
school were calculated for Test 1 (school A: 85% ± 13%, 
school B: 82% ± 15%) and Test 2 (school A: 42% ± 16%, 
school B: 56% ± 21%). Additionally, post hoc t- tests were 
performed for this interaction effect (Benjamini– Hochberg 
correction, see Table  1) and, for explorative purposes, the 
interaction of METHOD and TIME (Benjamini– Hochberg 
correction, see Table 2).

Test 2 was overall more difficult than Test 1. The difficulty 
index (in %) for Test 1 was 83.68 (±13.82), with a range of 
68.75– 100, and for Test 2 it was 48.61 (±19.71), with a range 
of 9.38– 100.

DISCUSSION
The response time effect postulated in hypothesis 1, which was 
also found in the previous study on the immersive anatomy 
atlas (Weyhe et al., 2018), was replicated in this study. This 
was indicated by the significant Wilcoxon rank sum test, in 
combination with the higher median response time in the OB 
group compared to the VR group. It follows that acquiring pre-
viously unknown information was faster in the VR condition; 
this confirms hypothesis 1. The reason for this could be the 
interactive way of retrieving information from the immersive 
anatomy atlas, which leads to an easier access to factual ana-
tomical knowledge.

The main goal of this study was the investigation of long- 
term effects of learning through immersive VR. The short- term 
benefits were already well documented, while little could be 
said about retention of knowledge over a longer period of time. 
Now, this study adds the results of the mixed ANOVA on the 
knowledge- test performance to the relevant empirical evidence. 
Two main effects of the factors METHOD and TIME were 
revealed in the ANOVA.

The effect of TIME simply represents the difference between 
acquiring the information directly and recalling it several weeks 
later. It is, therefore, no surprise that the percentage of correct 
answers was higher during Test 1 (mean ± SD = 84 ± 14%) 
than during Test 2 (mean ± SD = 49 ± 20%).

The main effect of METHOD shows that the participants 
learning with the VR atlas achieved better results than those 
learning with books. The post hoc t- tests showed that, more 
specifically, the results of the OB and VR groups were signifi-
cantly different in the second test, not in the first. The improve-
ment in test results can thus be attributed to better memory 
retention in the VR group; this confirms hypothesis 2.

Taken together with the response time effect described 
above, this study has shown that, under the given conditions, 
the VR atlas both enabled faster information acquisition and 
facilitated improved memory retention. This makes the immer-
sive anatomy atlas an overall more efficient tool for learning 
anatomical knowledge than classical learning through books. 
Combining the active learning and exploration already pos-
sible in the VR atlas with additional methods like tests and 
gamification, which can be added to VR comparatively easily, 
might enhance the performance of VR learning even further. 
Additionally, the constructivist learning aspects already pres-
ent in VR environments could be strengthened with further 
technological additions. Presently, the virtual atlas allows 
for self- guided exploration in a relevant and realistic envi-
ronment, and enables the learners to take ownership of their 
learning (see for aspects of constructivist learning; Amarin 
and Ghishan, 2013; Johnson- Glenberg, 2018). Future devel-
opments of the VR- atlas may allow multiple people to enter 
the same simulation, adding social interaction and collabora-
tion (Amarin and Ghishan, 2013), and may add the option for 
users to construct the virtual environments themselves, which 
improves learning success especially for low- performance stu-
dents (Winn et al., 1997).

In summary, the immersive anatomy atlas already seems 
more efficient than classical learning modalities, and future 

Figure 4. 

Response time (in seconds) of Test 1 in school B, grouped by learning 
method. The colored outlines depict the distribution of the data; therefore, 
the width of the outline at any point Y increases with the number of 
participants whose response time results equal Y, or lie close to it. The box 
plot within shows the quartiles 1, 3, and the median. The black dots denote 
outliers. aThe difference between the two methods is significant (P  <  0.001).  
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developments of VR in general and this software in particular, 
are expected to increase this advantage.

The significant interaction effect between SCHOOL and 
TIME is an ordinal effect for TIME; The mean percentage of 
correct answers is consistently lower in Test 2 than in Test 1. 
This means that the global main effect of TIME reported above 
is unaffected by the interaction effect.

The associated post hoc t- tests produced five significant dif-
ferences. Four of those, however, contained the TIME effect 
and thus offer no new insight. The last was the significant 
difference between (school A, Test 2) and (school B, Test 2). 
Apparently, the retention of anatomical knowledge was overall 
better in school B (mean ± SD = 55 ± 21%) than in school A 
(mean ± SD = 42 ± 16%). However, the reason for that effect 
could also be the different extent of time between the tests in 
the two schools.

The anatomy tests employed in this study (see Supplemental 
Material File) to assess the learned and retained knowledge 
seemed to have performed well enough, but could be improved 
in future studies. The questions used in Test 1 were of com-
parable difficulty; The difficulty index for this test was 83.68 
(±13.82), with a range of 68.75%– 100%. Question 1 seemed 
to suffer from a ceiling effect as participants from both condi-
tions were able to answer it with average correctness of 100%. 
This test fulfilled its core role to teach the relevant knowledge 

and give room to engage with the teaching material, but was 
sub- optimal in differentiating high-  and low- performing stu-
dents. Test 2 was overall more difficult, which is of course due 
to the time elapsed between learning and recall. Aside from 
that, the variability in difficulty between questions was also 
larger than in Test 1, with a difficulty index of 48.61 (±19.71) 
and a range of 9.38– 100. Questions 1 and 6 seemed to have 
been too difficult. Future studies should substitute them with 
easier alternatives and use question 5, the easiest, at the start 
of the test.

The participants in this study had no previous knowledge in 
the field of medicine, which makes the generalization to more 
experienced medical personnel difficult. Previous literature for 
a population of experienced medical students had suggested 
a lack of advantages of immersive VR (Stepan et al., 2017). 
However, this study has shown the usefulness of VR environ-
ments for the initial acquisition of anatomical knowledge, 
which is in accordance with the findings of Zinchenko and col-
leagues (Zinchenko et al., 2020).

Virtual reality seems on its way to becoming an integral 
part of education and training for medical vocations (Rizzetto 
et al., 2020), and this study supports this direction. Future 
research should focus on the use of tools like the immersive 
anatomy atlas for medical trainees or students, especially 
in the early stages of teaching. If the VR application has a 

Figure 5. 

Box plots depicting the percentage of correct answers for schools A and B, in Test 1 (first test, learning) and Test 2 (second test, weeks later, recognition/ recall), for 
both OB and VR. The black dot denotes an outlier. There was a significant main effect of TIME (Test 1 vs. Test 2), a significant main effect of learning METHOD (OB 
vs. VR), and a significant interaction effect of TIME and SCHOOL (School A, Test 2 vs. School B, Test 2). OB, open book; VR, virtual reality. aSignificant differences 
between groups (P < 0.01). -
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high physical fidelity, inexperienced students may gain more 
from its use (Birbara and Pather, 2021), and this learning 
experience could prepare students for the eventual cadaver 
dissection courses. A similar statement about the usefulness 
of VR early in teaching has been made by Andersen and 
colleagues regarding the acquisition of surgical skills, after 
they found that for novices cognitive load is higher during 
cadaver training than VR training (Andersen et al., 2016). 
In general, supplementing cadaver courses with VR appli-
cations for preparation and repetition makes sense, given 
some of the problems cadaver studies face, like high finan-
cial expenses, limited availability, or high student to cadaver 
ratios (Wainman et al., 2021).

Limitations of the Study

Some limitations should be considered in regard to this study 
and its results.

The two schools had different time intervals between the 
initial learning and the test for knowledge retention. Any dif-
ference between the schools could thus be attributed to that 
discrepancy. Therefore, any further in- depth comparison of the 
schools and how their curricula may have affected the results 
became impossible.

The questions used to test the participants’ anatomical 
knowledge were not from a standardized questionnaire. Instead, 
they were specifically created for this study. This had the advan-
tage of being a perfect fit for the purpose of the experiment, but 
the disadvantage was that the tests lacked established values for 
quality criteria such as reliability and validity.

This study compared immersive VR to anatomy textbooks; 
There are, however, other ways to learn human anatomy. 
Especially physical models, which have been shown to be supe-
rior to VR in some contexts (Wainman et al., 2020), could have 
been included as a third group to provide a more complete 
overview in this article.

Lastly, it has to be noted that the sample size was small; with 
only eight participants per group per school, the results have to 
be viewed with caution.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this study, immersive VR learning seems 
to be more efficient and to facilitate better long- term retention 
of knowledge in previously inexperienced students. The reason 
for that could lie in the VR environment’s high immersion and 
the possibility to freely explore a realistic replication of human 
anatomy. There are many possibilities for medical teaching and 
training which VR technology offers, the extent of which might 
grow with the advancements of the hard-  and software. A future 
challenge for anatomical educational research will be establish-
ing a meaningful standard for a curriculum which combines 
immersive VR, classic textbooks, and cadaver training.
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